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ABSTRACT
Surveys of managers ( 1973) and of a sample of producers ( 1976) provided in-
formation about and evaluations of services performed by 40 fluid-milk marketing
cooperatives with headquarters in the north central region. Analysis was by both
type and size of cooperative. Information obtained included identification of
services provided at both farm and market levels, their estimated costs, managerial
and member evaluations of their importance, extent of producer knowledge about
them, management and member reactions to services-related statements and issues,
and relations to membership problems.
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M.ILK PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISE in
the north central region of the United States, particu-
larly in its northern extremities. A large proportion of
the milk produced in the region is marketed by farmers'
cooperatives. That is especially true of fluid-grade milk.
The structure of fluid-milk marketing cooperatives
has changed drastically during the past quarter cen-
tury, with large regional cooperatives becoming domi-
nant. The growth of these large cooperatives has been
accompanied by the charging of over-order premiums
and has led to allegations of monopolization and preda-
tory practices in some situations. An impartial ap-
praisal of the situation necessitates additional informa-
tion about what milk marketing cooperatives do, and
why, and an economic appraisal of the consequences.
Milk marketing cooperatives provide a wide variety
of services, including some formerly performed by
fluid-milk processors, that affect the operating effi-
ciency of marketing. Many market level services have
marketwide benefits, yet their costs are borne solely by
members of the cooperatives that provide them. Part
of the over-order premiums represents compensation
for these services.
Thus, this study of cooperatives' services is a basic
step in any assessment of the activities of fluid-milk
marketing cooperatives or justification of their pricing
practices. The major objectives of this report are :
1. To identify services provided by milk market-
ing cooperatives and to obtain an indication of
their costs.
2. To obtain management and member evalua-
tions of the importance of services, their opin-
ions on services-related issues, and information
about member awareness of services.
3. To relate differences in services, and in man-
agement and member evaluations of them, to
the size and type of the cooperative.
COOPERATIVES INCLUDED IN SURVEY
Data were obtained from 40 cooperatives with head-
quarters in the north central region that were ex-
tensively involved in handling fluid-grade milk. These
comprised nearly the entire population of such organi-
zations. Their aggregate milk receipts in 1973, approx-
imately 47 billion pounds, were about 40 percent of the
nation's milk supply.
The 40 cooperatives had members in all states from
the Great Plains to the Atlantic Coast (except New
England and Florida) and in New Mexico. Their
membership was concentrated in the upper Midwest,
with 70 percent reporting members in Wisconsin, 30
percent in Indiana, 20 percent in Illinois, 17 percent
in Michigan, and 10 percent each in Iowa and
Minnesota.
The information was obtained in personal inter-
views by committee members of states participating in
North Central Regional Research Project NC-101,
"Alternative Solutions to New Problems of Dairy Mar-
keting Cooperatives." Most of the data were for fiscal
year 1973.
Type and Size Classification
Cooperatives were classified into three groups on the
basis of the proportions of their milk they processed and
the proportions they sold to other handlers. Coopera-
tives that processed less than 10 percent of their total
receipts of milk or sold more than 90 percent to
other handlers were classified as bargaining coop-
eratives. These cooperatives served primarily as bar-
gaining agents for their producer members. Their main
goal was to raise milk prices through group bargaining.
In contrast, operating cooperatives processed more
than 90 percent of their milk in their own manufac-
turing facilities. The primary objective of these coop-
eratives was to make money on their manufacturing
operations. They devoted little effort to bargaining
with fluid-milk processors.
Slightly more than one-half of the cooperatives were
extensively involved in both processing and bargain-
ing. These cooperatives, that either processed in their
own facilities or sold to other plants between 10 and 90
percent of their total receipts, were classified as com-
bination cooperatives. These cooperatives commonly
operated manufacturing facilities to enhance their
bargaining activities (p. 5). Their facilities provided
outlets for seasonal and other surplus milk, as well as
for milk not contracted for sale to fluid-milk processors.
The 40 cooperatives in the study included 10 in the
bargaining category, 9 operating, and 21 of the com-
bination type (Table 1 ). These three types differed in
character and in operating philosophy, and, thus, in
some aspects of their service programs, though it was
hypothesized that they behaved similarly in providing
certain basic services. Consequently, this classification
should aid in describing and explaining variability
among cooperatives in their service programs.
The cooperatives of each type were grouped into
five size categories on the basis of annual receipts of
milk. The size categories were denoted as follows: 2
billion pounds or more, 500 million to 2 billion pounds,
200 million to 500 million pounds, 100 million to 200
million pounds, less than 100 million pounds. Presum-
ably, cooperatives within a given size group have some
Table 1. Number of Cooperatives by Type and Size, 40 Dairy Marketing Cooperatives, North
Central Region, 1973
Producers Surveyed
To determine producers' knowledge of and attitudes
about services, questionnaires were mailed (in 1976)
to 1,000 members of the cooperatives included in the
study. The producer questionnaire was similar to the
questionnaire used in personal interviews with coopera-
tive management. However, the questionnaire used
with producers omitted some questions asked coopera-
tive managers, lest excessive length reduce the response
rate.
In a disproportionate stratified sampling procedure,
200 members were selected for the survey from each
of the five size groups of cooperatives. Within each
size stratum, a proportionate stratified sampling pro-
cedure was followed, with the number of producers
surveyed from each cooperative being proportional to
its share of the total number of producers of all coop-
eratives of that size. Likewise, total numbers of grade
A and grade B producers surveyed in each cooperative
were proportional to total numbers of each grade in
the cooperative. In each cooperative, specific producers
were selected by randomly picking a producer from
the first sampling interval and systematically taking
each Ath producer from each subsequent interval.
Usable schedules were received from 302 producers,
a response rate of 30 percent. The response rate was
higher among members of large than among those of
small cooperatives; 66 percent of the producers that
responded were members of combination cooperatives
(Table 4).
The herds of the producers that responded averaged
48 cows, with average annual production of 551,784
Table 4. Members Surveyed by Type and Size of
Cooperative, Dairy Marketing Cooperatives,
North Central Region, 1976
Category of
cooperative
Members who returned
questionnaires
Proportion
of total
number
Type
Bargaining 63
Operating 39
Combination 200
Annual receipts (million pounds)
2,000 or more 66
500 to 2,000 82
200 to 500 55
100 to 200 63
Less than 100. . 36
percent'
20.9
12.9
66.2
21.9
27.2
18.2
20.9
11.9
All cooperatives 302 100.0
May not total exactly 100.0 because of rounding.
pounds of milk. For 56 percent, the dairy enterprise
was the source of 90 percent or more of total cash farm
receipts. Approximately two-thirds sold grade A milk.
COOPERATIVE SERVICES
The services provided by these cooperatives were cate-
gorized as being at the farm, market, or national level.
For a few services the classification was somewhat
arbitrary. For example, assuring an adequate supply
of high quality milk may involve activities at both farm
and market levels. Likewise, some services such as
making full supply arrangements, balancing supplies
among dealers, disposing of surplus milk at the highest
possible prices, and making out-of-market sales may
be closely interrelated.
Services performed at the farm level primarily bene-
fit producer members of the cooperative. The benefits
of these services usually are excludable; that is, they
are available only to those that pay for the services. In
general, the objectives of these services are to improve
milk quality, represent producers' interests, reduce
costs of production, or improve farmer decision making.
Market level services include activities associated
with the assembly and transportation of raw milk and
the processing and distribution of milk products. These
services are intended to assure a market for the milk,
to increase operational and pricing efficiency, and to
maximize returns to members. Market level services
include the development and implementation of plans
to coordinate and strengthen bargaining and other
marketing activities on a regional level. Unlike the
benefits of farm level services, the benefits of market
level services are largely nonexcludable. All milk pro-
ducers, whether members or nonmembers of coopera-
tives, as well as milk processors and consumers, may
benefit from many of these services.
As dairy marketing cooperatives increase in size, they
perform a growing number of services at the national
level. These services are directed primarily at improv-
ing the institutional environment in which dairy farmers
operate, and so they benefit all producers. Individual
services at this level were not identified in the survey.
They would include services such as (1) promoting
laws and regulations in the interest of dairy farmers,
(2) engaging in public relations with governmental
agencies, farm organizations, and the public at large,
and (3) allocating funds to and coordinating the
activities of the various cooperatively supported or-
ganizations that serve dairy farmers, such as the United
Dairy Industry Association and the National Milk
Producers' Federation.
The questionnaire used in the survey listed 1 8 farm
level services, including "other," and 24 market level
services. The representative that was interviewed from
each cooperative indicated what services, whether
listed or not, the cooperative provided at those levels
and whether or not the cooperative provided services
at the national level.
Farm Level Services
Ten of the 1 8 farm level services listed on the question-
naire were provided by 77 percent or more of the
cooperatives. Two farm level services, checking weights
and tests and providing field services, were provided by
97 percent of the cooperatives, though no service was
provided by all of them (Table 5). Other frequently
provided services included assisting with inspection
problems (92 percent), making milk payments to pro-
ducers (90 percent), guaranteeing a daily market out-
let with participation in a federal order pool (87 per-
cent), performing quality control work with bacteria,
mastitis, and similar problems (87 percent), selling
Table 5. Extent to which Various Farm Level Services
Were Provided, 40 Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives, North Central Region, 1973
Percentage of
cooperatives
providing
serviceFarm level service
Check weights and tests 97
Provide field services 97
Assist with inspection problems 92
Make milk payments to producers 90*
Guarantee daily market outlet 87
Perform quality work (bacteria, mastitis, etc.) 87
Sell milking supplies and equipment 85
Establish insurance programs (life, health, disaster) . 85
Provide marketing and outlook information 77
b
Collect and insure payments from dealers 77"
Negotiate hauling rates 60
Sell or purchase feed and other inputs 47
Assist in getting capital, credit, etc 40
Provide information on price, inputs, etc 30
Establish retirement programs 27
Operate management training schools 12
Assist in finding and training labor 10
Provide other services 7
Average 62
*
Significantly different among different types of cooperatives.
b
Significantly different among different size groups of coopera-
tives.
milking supplies and equipment (85 percent), and
establishing insurance programs (85 percent) .
The most commonly provided farm level services
were generally concerned with milk quality or with
milk payments to producers. These included checking
weights and tests (97 percent), performing field ser-
vices (97 percent), assisting with inspection (92 per-
cent), making payments to producers (90 percent),
and performing quality control lab work (87 percent) .
Those farm level services provided least frequently
were very specialized services such as assisting in find-
ing and training labor ( 10 percent), conducting man-
agement training schools for producers (12 percent),
and establishing retirement programs (27 percent).
Most farm level services were oriented to the needs of
individual producers. Consequently, the benefits of
those services could be quite readily limited to those
that paid for them and excluded from those who did
not.
There was little difference among the various types
and sizes of cooperatives in the provision of many farm
level services. Nearly all services provided by 85 per-
cent or more of the cooperatives may be regarded as
the basic services that cooperatives furnish in pattern-
ing their services on those of other cooperatives or in
meeting nonprice competition. The one exception was
paying producers for their milk. All operating and
combination cooperatives provided this service, but
only 60 percent of the bargaining cooperatives did so.
Since most bargaining cooperatives did not receive
milk, it is understandable that they less commonly pro-
vided this service, which would have benefited pro-
cessors of the milk as well as producers.
Providing marketing and outlook information and
collecting and insuring payments from dealers were
farm level services provided by all cooperatives of the
two largest size categories but by only two-thirds of
the smaller ones. The large cooperatives had more re-
sources with which to provide these services and
greater need than the smaller cooperatives of formal
programs to improve communication with members.
With these exceptions, however, there was no signifi-
cant relationship between the size of the cooperative
and the farm level services provided.
Rank order correlations indicated a significant de-
gree of correlation between all types and sizes of coop-
eratives in the percentages offering various farm level
services. That there are some services generally pro-
vided by all types and sizes of cooperatives while others
are less commonly provided suggests that some basic
marketing functions are performed by all types and
sizes of cooperatives and that other services not as
fundamental are provided less commonly.
Market Level Services
Seventeen of the 24 market level services were pro-
vided by one-half or more of the cooperatives, though
there was no service that was provided by all of them
(Table 6). Market level services most commonly pro-
vided included stimulating demand (92 percent), pro-
viding public relations, including joint efforts with
other agencies (92 percent) , and coordinating bargain-
ing and marketing activities, especially for class I milk,
with other cooperatives (90 percent). Least common
were such services to processors as delivering standard-
ized milk or providing split loads ( 1 7 percent each) .
In contrast to farm level services, many market level
services can have marketwide effects. That is, benefits
from these services cannot always be excluded from
nonmembers, handlers, or consumers that may not help
pay for their provision. In this regard, some market
Table 6. Extent to which Various Market Level
Services Were Provided, 40 Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives, North Central Region, 1973
Percentage of
cooperatives
providing
serviceMarket level service
Provide demand stimulation, advertising, etc 92
Provide public relations and joint efforts 92*
Coordinate activities with other cooperatives 90*
Participate in federal order hearings 85"
Pay haulers 80
C
Provide quality control and lab services 80
Direct farm to market movement of milk 72
Handle surpluses to maximize returns 70*
Do market research 67*
Negotiate prices and service charges 65*
Make joint sales efforts with handlers 65*
Maintain storage facilities 60
C
Balance supplies among dealers 57*
Sell milk f.o.b. receiving plant 55
b
Provide full supply arrangements 52*
Process surplus milk in the market 52
Allow for farm shrinkage 50
Make out-of-market sales 45*
Tailor market supplies to market needs 42*
Service distribution channels 35
Provide specialty products 32
Assure plant(s) pool qualification 32
Deliver standardized milk 17*
Provide split loads to dealers 17
Average 58
*
Significantly different among different size groups of coopera-
tives.
b
Significantly different among different types of cooperatives.
Significantly different among different types and size groups of
cooperatives.
level services are similar to public goods. It is left to
future research to make cost-benefit analyses of these
services and to determine whether, as seems logical,
cooperatives can provide such services as effectively,
if not more so, than any other agency.
On the other hand, a few market level services ap-
peared to be specifically oriented to individual pro-
cessors. Providing specialty products and delivering
standardized milk and split loads are clear-cut ex-
amples of such services. Full supply arrangements may
also be in that category. In like manner, assuring pool
qualification benefits specific supply plants.
There was considerably more variation among the
different types and sizes of cooperatives in the per-
centages providing various market level services than
was true for farm level services. Considering all mar-
ket level services, the average percentages of the
cooperatives providing them were 69 percent for com-
bination cooperatives, 49 percent for bargaining coop-
eratives, and 45 percent for operating cooperatives.
All of the cooperatives with milk receipts of 2 billion
pounds or more provided the 1 1 market level services
that were most commonly provided, and, in large
measure, the extent to which market level services were
provided was directly related to the size of the coop-
erative. On the average, cooperatives in the largest
size category provided 85 percent of these services,
while the percentages in the successively smaller size
categories were 72, 62, 55, and 30, respectively.
Provision of more services by the larger cooperatives
mainly reflected that they were more deeply involved
than the small cooperatives in marketing class I milk
and in bargaining. Consequently, more commonly than
the small cooperatives, they were engaged in market
research, in price negotiations, in sales programs, and
in full supply arrangements. They were also more in-
volved with balancing supplies among dealers, han-
dling surpluses, making out-of-market sales, and similar
services. Because a majority of the larger cooperatives
were of the combination type, this relationship between
size of the organization and extent of market services
provided was influenced by the diverse activities of
cooperatives in that category. Other services provided
more commonly by the combination cooperatives in-
cluded coordinating activities with other cooperatives,
participating in federal order hearings, maintaining
storage facilities for milk, and processing surplus milk.
Rank order correlations showed a significant degree
of correlation in the percentages of the cooperatives of
all types and sizes providing various market level ser-
vices, except between cooperatives in the smallest and
largest size groups and between the group with annual
receipts from 200 to 500 million pounds and the group
Table 7. Average Number of Farm and Market Level
Services Provided, 40 Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives, North Central Region, 1973
Category of
cooperative
Table 8. Estimated Average Costs of Providing Services, by Type and by Source of Funds, Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives, North Central Region, 1973
Category of
cooperative
Table 9. Average Cost Per Service, by Type,
for Market Level, Farm Level, and All
Services, 31 Dairy Marketing Cooperatives,
North Central Region, 1973
Average cost per service*
Category of
cooperative"
Market
level
services
Farm
level
services
All
services"
cents per 100 pounds of milk
Type
Bargaining (8) 0.22 0.28 0.26
Operating (5) 31 .33 .33
Combination (18) 29 .41 .34
Annual receipts (million pounds]
2,000 or more (5)
Table 11. Selected Price Indexes
Data for
Table 12. Average Ratings of Importance to Pro-
ducers of Farm Level Services as Evaluated
by Managers (1973) and Members (1976)
of Dairy Marketing Cooperatives Surveyed,
North Central Region
Average rating*
Farm level service
By
managers
By
members
Make milk payments to producers 1.06 1.20
b
Collect and insure payments
from dealers 1.07 1.61
Check weights and tests 1.13 1.20
Guarantee daily market outlet 1.17 1.37
Provide field services 1.18 1.61
Assist with inspection problems 1.20 1.57
Perform quality work
(bacteria, mastitis, etc.) 1.23 1.21
Establish retirement programs 1.36 2.31
Establish insurance programs
(life, health, disaster) 1.39 1.88
Negotiate hauling rates 1.48 1.45
C
Other 1.50 '
Provide marketing and
outlook information 1 .63 1 .59 C
Assist in getting capital, credit, etc 1.69 2.44
Sell milking supplies and equipment .... 1.85 1.79*
1
Sell or purchase feed and other inputs. .. 2.00
C 2.47
Operate management training schools
for producers 2.00 2.47
Provide information on price,
inputs, etc 2.36 2.47
Assist in finding and training labor 2.50 2.64
All farm level services 1.54 1.84
1
Ratings were 1, very important; 2, fairly important; and 3, not
very important.
b
Significantly different among different types and sizes of coop-
eratives.
'
Significantly different among different sizes of cooperatives.
d
Significantly different among different types of cooperatives.
* Not rated in producer survey.
rated highest those farm level services that involved
quality control and price. The five services most highly
rated by producers were in that category. Those five
farm level services were among the ten rated most
highly by managers. Moreover, producers and man-
agers were in almost complete agreement in rating as
least important farm level services that involved pro-
viding general assistance in farm operations. The rank
order correlation between managers' and producers'
ratings of farm level services was 0.85. This indicates
a statistically significant correlation, at the 1 percent
level, between the ranking in importance of farm level
services as assigned by managers and by producers.
Producers, with an average rating of 1.85, did not
value farm level services as highly as managers, whose
average rating was 1.54. Producers did not rate any
farm level services appreciably higher than managers
did, though they rated some such as performing
quality work, negotiating hauling rates, providing
marketing and outlook information, and selling milk-
ing equipment and supplies equally high. On the
other hand, producers rated some farm level services
such as establishing a retirement program and assisting
in getting capital and credit much lower than did
managers. There were moderate differences in average
ratings assigned to some farm level services by mem-
bers of different types and sizes of cooperatives. Making
payments to producers and selling them milking sup-
plies and equipment were considered less important by
members of bargaining cooperatives than by members
of the other types of cooperatives, which more com-
monly provided those services. Providing marketing
and outlook information, negotiating hauling rates,
establishing retirement programs, and making pay-
ments to producers were rated more favorably by mem-
bers of the larger cooperatives.
Rank order correlations showed significant degrees
of correlation between rankings of farm level services
in terms of their importance to producers, as evaluated
both by managers and by members of the cooperatives,
and percentages of the cooperatives providing those
services. This conclusion was valid for nearly all type
and size categories of cooperatives as well as for all
cooperatives as a group. These findings support the
logical conclusion that the farm level services con-
sidered to be most important to members are those
most commonly provided.
Market Level Services
Overall, market level services were rated more im-
portant to producers than farm level services by both
managers and cooperative members. The difference in
managers' average ratings was slight : 1 .50 for market
level services as compared with 1.54 for farm level
services (Table 13). Members made a greater distinc-
tion, with an average rating of 1.58 for market level
services as against 1.88 for farm level services. Man-
agers' average ratings of the importance to producers
of 92 percent of the market level services were between
very important and fairly important, as compared
with 78 percent for farm level services. Correspond-
ingly, members' average ratings of 83 percent of the
market level services were between very important and
fairly important, as compared with 65 percent of the
farm level services.
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Table 13. Average Ratings of Importance to Farmers, Handlers, and Consumers of Market Level
Services as Evaluated by Managers (1973) and Members (1976) of Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives Surveyed, North Central Region
Average ratings*
portance to both farmers and handlers below 1 .5, were
directing farm to market movement of milk, providing
demand stimulation, advertising, etc., providing spe-
cialty products, and providing full supply arrange-
ments. At the other extreme, such services as providing
split loads to dealers and delivering standardized milk
were considered to be relatively unimportant to farm-
ers and consumers, and only moderately important to
handlers.
Managers' ratings of the importance of market level
services to farmers were quite uniform for different
types and sizes of cooperatives. Their ratings of the
importance of those services to handlers and to con-
sumers were less uniform, especially among coopera-
tives in different size categories. Likewise, member
ratings of the importance of market level services to
producers were quite variable among the different
groupings of cooperatives.
Although relationships were not as close as for farm
level services, as indicated by rank correlation analysis,
correlations between rankings of market level services
in terms of their importance to producers, as evaluated
both by managers and by members, and percentages of
cooperatives providing those services were significant
among all cooperatives as a group and in most cate-
gories by type and size. On the other hand, there was
no significant correlation between rankings of the im-
portance of market level services, either to handlers or
to consumers, and the extent to which they were pro-
vided. These findings indicate that, at the market level
as well as at the farm level, cooperatives most com-
monly provided those services considered to be of
greatest value to producers.
MEMBER AWARENESS OF SERVICES
The accuracy and extent of members' knowledge about
services provided by their cooperatives affect their abil-
ity to evaluate the costs and benefits of cooperative
membership and to communicate effectively to man-
agement their desires for changes in services. Conse-
quently, members' understanding of their cooperatives'
services was analyzed.
Correct Perceptions
Surveyed members correctly identified slightly more
than one-half of both the farm and the market level
services their cooperatives were providing (Table 14).
Members that correctly identified those services rated
approximately 85 percent of them as either very im-
portant or fairly important. In general, the services
Table 14. Members' Knowledge about Services Provided by Dairy Marketing Cooperatives,
North Central Region, 1976
Members'
knowledge Members'
about evaluation
provision of
of the importance
service of service
that were correctly identified as being provided were
basic services that were provided by a large proportion
of all cooperatives. One may presume from members'
knowledge about and ratings of the importance of
those services that they are generally willing to bear
the cost of providing them.
Members with accurate perceptions also included
those that correctly identified services their cooperatives
were not providing. The percentages in this category
35 percent for farm level services and 1 1 percent for
market level services were much smaller than the
percentages of those that correctly identified services
their cooperatives were providing. More than 75 per-
cent of these services either were rated not very im-
portant, or else members did not evaluate their im-
portance. This suggests that most members that had
reliable knowledge about services their cooperatives
were not providing were not much concerned about the
lack of those services.
Incorrect Perceptions
Incorrect information about services included the be-
lief that cooperatives were not providing some services
that, in reality, were provided. Members incorrectly
categorized in this way 22 percent of the farm level
services and 6 percent of the market level services their
cooperatives provided. The services involved most com-
monly were farm level services used by only part of
the members and market level services performed
primarily for handlers or consumers. For the majority
of these, members either considered the service not
very important or else did not rate its importance. Con-
sequently, it seems likely that if they had been cor-
rectly informed, members might not have strongly
urged management to add these services.
On the other hand, members identified as being pro-
vided nearly one-third of the farm level and market
level services their cooperatives did not perform. This
misconception most commonly applied to such farm
level services as checking weights and tests, assisting
with inspection problems, and providing insurance
programs and to such market level services as directing
farm to market movement of milk, providing quality
control, and providing specialty products. While ap-
parently taken for granted as being provided, more
than 80 percent of these incorrectly-identified services
were evaluated as being either very important or fairly
important. In part, this evaluation may have reflected
a tendency to rate favorably services provided, or be-
lieved to be provided, by the cooperative. It is con-
ceivable that if, without having full information about
service costs, members that incorrectly categorized
those services realized they were not being performed,
some of these members might have wanted those ser-
vices provided.
Lack of Opinions
Members indicated that they did not know whether or
not their cooperatives were providing 21 percent of the
farm level services and 38 percent of the market level
services that were being provided. The percentages
were still larger 33 percent for farm level services
and 57 percent for market level services for those
services cooperatives were not providing. In 75 percent
or more of these cases, the services either were not
rated as to importance or else were considered not very
important. Examples of services about which there was
this lack of information included, at the farm level,
assisting in obtaining capital and in finding and train-
ing farm labor, insuring payment from dealers, and
guaranteeing a daily market outlet and, at the market
level, delivering preconditioned milk, balancing sup-
plies among dealers, and making out-of-market sales.
One might conclude that much of the lack of knowl-
edge about whether these services were being provided
reflected little concern about them, and so the lack
of these services would not be a major cause of dis-
satisfaction about cooperative performance.
Satisfaction with Services
In considering members' perceptions about services,
we might assume that, since they apparently had little
information about the cost of services, members' de-
gree of satisfaction with the provision or nonprovision
of a service by their cooperative depended largely on
their belief as to whether or not the service was being
provided and their evaluation of the importance of
that service. Based on members' indicated perceptions
and ratings of importance, it appears that a sizable
majority may have been satisfied with the services pro-
vided by their cooperatives as they perceived them
(Table 15). If, however, members had possessed full
information as to what services were and were not
provided, on the basis of these assumptions we could
hypothesize that overall they might have been less well
satisfied with their cooperatives' performance than they
were while having incomplete information. Members
were generally aware of services their cooperatives pro-
vided that they considered important. Consequently,
their assumed degree of satisfaction about the services
that were provided would not have been much differ-
ent if they had possessed information about all services
that were performed. However, with respect to services
that were not performed, the differences could have
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Table 15. Presumed Extent of Member Satisfaction
with Services Provided by Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives, North Central Region, 1976
Percentage of members
presumed to be satisfied"
Status of services
With present If informed
knowledge
11
about services'
Services provided
Farm level
Market level .
85
93
73
87
Services not provided
Farm level
Table 16. Average Scores of Responses to, and Degrees of Consensus about, Statements on
Services-related Issues by Managers (1973) and Members (1976) of Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives Surveyed, North Central Region
Managers
Category and statement
Average Degree
score of of con-
responses* sensus
b
Members
Average Degree
score of of con-
responses* sensus*
Member awareness of services
Members are not aware of the costs they bear in providing
market services. 0.64 M 0.64C H
A member who fully understood the function of the
standby pool would support it financially. 0.51 H
Members would be willing to pay higher costs if they better
understood marketwide services being performed. 0.39 M 0.19 L
Providing services
Significant cost savings could be made in hauling if milk
routes were reorganized.
Demand stimulation programs should be given high priority.
In the future the producer will be willing to pay more for
advertising and promoting dairy products.
Market level services should be expanded.
Farm level services should be expanded.
Some form of class I base plan would be beneficial to
producers in this area.
We should reduce payments to organizations working at the
national level.
1.08
Table 16. Average Scores of Responses to, and Degrees of Consensus about, Statements on
Services-related Issues by Managers (1973) and Members (1976) of Dairy Marketing
Cooperatives Surveyed, North Central Region (continued)
Managers
Category and statement
Average Degree
score of of con-
responses* sensus
b
Members
Average Degree
score of of con-
responses* sensus"
Nonmembers
Negotiation of premiums is hampered by the presence of
nonmembers in this area. 0.34 L
Market level services would be expanded if there were no
nonmember problem. 0.05 L
Nonmembers do not join a cooperative because of the cost
of being a member. -0.24 L 0.26"
The cooperative is willing to pick up and direct the milk
of nonmembers. 0.26 L
In this market the seasonality of nonmember production is
greater than for members. 0.35 H
Nonmembers present no problem in this market. 0.5 l
c M
Nonmembers are willing to pay for marketwide services
that benefit them and all producers. -0.68 H -0.18"
Responses were on a five-point scale: 2, strongly agree; 1, agree; 0, undecided; 1, disagree; 2, strongly dis-
agree.
b
H, high; M, medium; L, low, as defined on pp. 14 and 16.
c
Responses significantly different among different types of cooperatives.
d
Responses significantly different among different sizes of cooperatives.
*
Responses significantly different among different types and sizes of cooperatives.
* Statement not presented to members for responses.
Low (L) : The majority opinion exceeded the
minority opinion by a margin of
less than 2 to 1 .
Member Awareness of Services. Three statements
were concerned with this topic. In the aggregate, man-
agers agreed with all of them, though not emphatically,
and members agreed with the two of the three state-
ments to which they were asked to react. Both groups
agreed quite strongly that members are not aware of
the costs they bear in providing market services. Mem-
bers of combination cooperatives were most positive
about this, but some managers of combination coop-
eratives disagreed. Managers and members were in
moderate agreement that producers would willingly pay
higher costs for market level services if they understood
them better. Managers felt similarly about support of
the standby pool. Overall, these responses suggested that
improved membership education was needed as to the
nature and costs of market level services, though per-
haps the need was less for members of combination
cooperatives than for others.
Providing Services. Managers reacted to seven state-
ments, and members to five of those statements, about
providing services. There was strong support from both
groups for demand stimulation programs, and man-
agers believed producers would be willing to spend
more on them in the future. Managers and members
also strongly agreed that significant savings could be
made in hauling milk if routes were reorganized. But
on other matters there was less agreement between the
two groups. Members believed more strongly than
managers that market level services should be ex-
panded. Members also favored expansion of farm level
services, about which managers on the average were
noncommittal. On the other hand, except for members
of bargaining associations, producers tended to favor
reducing payments to organizations at the national
level, a point of view with which managers quite
strongly disagreed. Managers also emphatically dis-
agreed with the idea that a class I base plan would
benefit producers.
Financing Services. Managers responded to nine
statements about financing services, and members re-
sponded to five of them. Managers agreed quite
strongly with six of those statements, which dealt with
the need for more equitable sharing of service costs.
Members agreed, though less strongly, with three of
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those statements to which they were asked to react.
Managers also agreed moderately that the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture did not fully understand the
problem of equitable sharing of costs of market ser-
vices. Managers disagreed weakly, while members
agreed weakly, that members generally believe the costs
of market level services are equitably shared. Except for
managers of the largest cooperatives, who agreed, both
managers and members disagreed with the idea that
cooperatives experience losses in disposing of surplus
milk. These responses indicate much concern about the
equitable sharing of costs of market level services,
especially by large combination cooperatives, which
were most involved in providing such services.
Nonmembers. There were generally weak responses
by both managers and members, and little consensus
in the answers of managers, to the statements about
nonmembers. These reflected differences of opinion
about the seriousness of the problem. In general, man-
agers of small and operating cooperatives expressed
relatively little concern about nonmembers. But man-
agers of the largest and combination cooperatives,
which were most extensively involved in marketing
class I milk, considered nonmembers to be a serious
problem. Despite these differences, there was a strong
belief and high degree of consensus among managers
that nonmembers were unwilling to help pay for mar-
ketwide services that benefited all producers. However,
the concern about nonmembers did not reflect a belief
that seasonal variation in their production was greater
than that of members. The majority of managers were
unwilling to pick up and direct nonmember milk be-
cause of legal issues that might be involved.
Extent of Agreement. Overall, there was an appre-
ciable amount of agreement in responses to these ser-
vices-related statements. Analysis of variance showed
significant differences in average managerial responses
among different types of cooperatives for only 4 of the
26 statements, and among different size cooperatives
for only 2 of the 26 (Table 16). Such differences were
a little more common in members' reactions, applying
to 6 of the 14 statements to which they responded. In
addition, rank correlation analysis likewise indicated
a substantial amount of agreement in the responses
both of managers and members of the different types
and sizes of cooperatives. What differences there were
most commonly were between personnel of small oper-
ating cooperatives, which processed nearly all of their
members' milk, and personnel of the largest bargaining
and combination cooperatives, which were much more
heavily involved in marketing class I milk and in pro-
viding related services to handlers, and so more sup-
portive of market level services. In general, members
appeared to be more inclined than managers to expand
both farm and market level services, but they were
less favorable to services at the national level.
Service Charge Policies
The degree to which costs of services are being re-
covered through appropriate service charges is a major
issue confronting dairy marketing cooperatives. With-
out examining service charge policies in detail, this
section presents an overview of them.
Seventy percent of the cooperatives provided ser-
vices to handlers, relying on service charges to some ex-
tent to pay for them. Cost, competition, handler loca-
tion, and profit were considered in establishing those
charges. Specifically, 64 percent allowed handlers to
accept or to decline particular services; 61 percent
announced, 29 percent negotiated, and 1 1 percent both
announced and negotiated the level of service charges;
61 percent established a schedule of charges for indi-
vidual services; and 36 percent made special, above
normal charges for certain services such as delivering
preconditioned milk, selling milk f.o.b., performing
quality control work, and allowing for farm shrink.
Fixed charges for full supply arrangements by coop-
eratives making such charges ranged from to 25
cents per hundredweight. But 55 percent of the coop-
eratives that sold milk under full supply arrangements
reported that their service charges varied, perhaps
because of differences in arrangements and in the
services that were rendered.
Among cooperatives selling milk without full supply
arrangements, 35 percent made no service charge for
it. Among those making a fixed charge, it ranged from
3 cents to as much as $1.50 per 100 pounds, but 45
percent reported that the charge was variable.
Because a majority of managers believe service
charges to handlers are not adequate, in the future
cooperatives may restrict the number of services per-
formed for handlers. That could be most likely among
cooperatives experiencing nonmember problems.
Additional Services that Could Be Provided
Sixty-eight percent of the managers believed their
members would not pay the full cost of any additional
farm level services their cooperatives might provide.
Among those who disagreed, 46 percent suggested
providing one or more kinds of insurance. Other pos-
sible farm level services suggested included providing
disaster funds, guaranteeing payments, making weekly
quality checks, making payroll deductions, providing
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barn shavings, disposing of cull cows, and performing
laboratory tests for individual farmers.
Seventy-two percent of the managers suggested no
additional market level services. The others suggested
such services as handling of excess supplies, servicing
small accounts, diversifying products, providing public
relations, advertising, and improved communications,
negotiating over-order prices, balancing supplies among
dealers, and pooling more cheese plants along with
qualifying milk that converted to grade A.
Only 20 percent of the managers believed their co-
operatives could provide additional services to han-
dlers at service charges that would cover costs. Services
suggested included delivering standardized and other
preconditioned milk, providing specialty products and
private label products, handling last-minute orders,
making a commitment to a standby pool, providing full
supply arrangements, and providing bottled milk for
small volume dealers. No services to handlers were pro-
vided by 30 percent of the cooperatives, and 50 percent
of the managers believed handlers would not pay all
the cost of any additional services.
Although cooperative members responded positively
to statements indicating that cooperatives should ex-
pand services, only 6 percent identified specific addi-
tional services they believed their cooperatives should
provide. The majority of these were farm level services.
Consequently, while members appeared to support the
idea that their cooperatives should add more services,
they did not have many specific suggestions for change.
Particularly for market level services, this lack of sug-
gestions could have reflected a lack of ideas by mem-
bers as to other services that might be provided.
Sensitive Legal Issues
Fifty-five percent of the managers were sensitive to
some legal considerations, generally regarding non-
members. Issues included the payment of patronage
dividends, lawsuits against certain dairy cooperatives,
the comingling of nonmember milk with member milk
without a contract, the enforcement of member con-
tracts, price competition, antitrust, the hauling of milk
and the provision of subsidies, equitable provision of
services to members and nonmembers, direction of the
movement of milk, and Internal Revenue Service regu-
lations. The proportions of the managers with these
concerns was 67 percent for the combination, 62 per-
cent for operating, and 33 percent for bargaining coop-
eratives. By size, the proportions were 83 percent for
managers of the largest cooperatives and 62, 56, 50,
and 33 percent, respectively, for those in the succes-
sively smaller size categories.
These legal concerns are examples of institutional
factors that affect cooperative services. For example,
concern over the legal aspects of comingling member
and nonmember milk may explain why more than one-
half of these cooperatives were unwilling to pick up
and direct nonmember milk (p. 17). Legal aspects may
also affect the means by which services are performed.
For example, antitrust concerns may hinder the devel-
opment of federations and common marketing agencies
among cooperatives as well as joint ventures between
cooperatives and noncooperative firms.
Likewise, legal concerns may affect the kind of ser-
vices performed. Doubts over the legality of some types
of price competition may result in nonprice competi-
tion. Concern over legal issues may help to explain why
providing public relations and joint efforts with various
institutional agencies is one of the two market level
services most commonly provided.
Effects of Selected Services
Seventy-five percent of the cooperatives had been
involved in efforts to balance milk supplies among mar-
kets. When asked about the effects of those efforts on
class I utilization, 23 percent of the managers of those
cooperatives were uncertain, but the others reported
increases ranging from to 10 points and averaging
4.6 points.
Among the 7 1 percent of the cooperatives that had
participated in the standby pool, 28 percent believed
that participation had no appreciable effect on the
cost of acquiring supplemental milk in their markets.
However, 40 percent suggested that in some cases sav-
ings were 50 cents or more per 100 pounds. Only 16
percent of the managers believed that participation
in the standby pool had substantial influence in main-
taining or improving class I premiums.
Member vs. Nonmember Blend Prices
When asked about differences between member and
nonmember net farm blend prices in their marketing
areas, 27 percent of the managers reported essentially
no difference. Five percent reported that their mem-
bers always received a higher price, while 14 percent
reported prices to members sometimes were higher and
sometimes lower. However, a slight majority indicated
that prices to their members usually were lower than
prices to nonmembers : 30 percent by 1 to 5 cents per
hundredweight, 19 percent by 6 to 10 cents, and 5 per-
cent by more than 10 cents. Managers of two combina-
tion cooperatives of the largest size and one bargaining
cooperative of next to the largest size stated that in
some areas nonmember blend prices were as much as
18
50 cents per hundredweight above member prices.
Managers of the cooperatives whose members re-
ceived lower prices than nonmembers considered their
members quite sensitive to the differences in price.
Overall, these managers believed they would lose 18
percent of their members if the price difference dou-
bled, while their membership would increase 2 percent
if the difference was reduced by one-half.
Despite this concern about members' price sensitiv-
ity, 48 percent of the managers reported that their
members did not discuss these price differences with
the management of the cooperative. Most of the others
indicated their members brought up these price differ-
ences only infrequently and for clarification.
These price differences evidently did not cause co-
operatives to reduce the level of services they provided.
However, concern about these price differences may
limit the provision of additional market services.
Reasons Members Join or Quit
Reasons members gave for joining their cooperatives
emphasized that producers' decisions as to where to
market their milk were based primarily on nonservice
factors. Less than 5 percent of the members joined their
cooperatives because of services they offered ; for those
that did, the service named most commonly was guar-
anteeing a market outlet.
Approximately 25 percent of the members identified
price, in most cases explicitly, as the chief factor in
their decision to join the cooperative. In a few cases
price was expressed implicitly as a concern over such
things as dues, dividends, payroll deductions, hauling
charges, and costs. Proximity to their farms was a fac-
tor in choice of the cooperative by nearly 10 percent.
The choices of approximately 25 percent of the
members were influenced by their attitudes toward that
particular cooperative, or cooperatives in general.
These attitudes included : "this cooperative is strong fi-
nancially," "this cooperative has sound management,"
"this cooperative is fair on tests," "producers must join
together for bargaining purposes," and "producers
have more control of cooperative firms."
Miscellaneous factors were cited by about 40 percent
of the producers as influencing their decisions. These
included: "my previous buyer and this cooperative
merged," "my hauler switched to this cooperative,"
"my dad sold here," "the previous owner of the farm
was a member," and "I switched to grade A."
Factors other than services also were the basis of
most decisions to discontinue membership. The nine
surveyed members who planned to leave their coopera-
tives were doing so because of price or price-related fac-
tors. This suggested that, to satisfy some members, coop-
eratives may have to restrict services to be competitive
with other firms' prices. Because of this concern about
price, it is important for cooperative leaders to inform
members fully about cooperative services and their role
in accounting for differences in prices paid for milk.
Equitable Sharing of Market Service Costs
Managers did not provide a consensus as to how an
equitable sharing of market level service costs between
members and nonmembers might be achieved. Of 37
who offered suggestions, 35 percent stated that federal
order checkoffs or deductions would be the best ap-
proach. Checkoffs are direct assessments on nonmem-
bers of the type now used to charge them for veryfying
weights, checking the testing of their milk, and provid-
ing them with market information.
Twenty-four percent favored deductions from pro-
ducer settlement funds to pay qualified cooperatives
for performing services that benefit all producers.
Eleven percent believed market level services could be
paid for most equitably through deductions from super-
pool premiums, 5 percent through higher federal order
prices, and 5 percent through voluntary cooperative
arrangements with handlers.
Eleven percent of the managers believed that equi-
table sharing of these costs is not a problem. Another 1 1
percent had no suggestions as to how they might be
shared equitably. In general, however, managers be-
lieved that inequitable sharing of these costs was a
problem that might restrict market services in the
future as they became more costly. A few more than
one-half suggested that the solution might lie in chang-
ing provisions of federal orders so nonmembers would
participate in paying for them. However, there was no
other strong measure of agreement as to how the prob-
lem should be solved.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This study described and analyzed the services of 40
dairy marketing cooperatives with headquarters in the
north central region that handled fluid-grade milk.
These cooperatives constituted nearly the entire popu-
lation of such organizations in the region. They had
members in most of the eastern United States, and their
1973 receipts were approximately 40 percent of the
nation's milk supply.
Information about services was obtained by personal
interviews with managers of these organizations in fis-
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cal 1973. Producer attitudes were determined by ques-
tionnaires mailed to a sample of members in 1976,
with 302 usable replies.
The cooperatives included 10 bargaining organiza-
tions, which ranged widely in size, marketed practically
nothing but grade A milk, and sold more than 90 per-
cent of their receipts to fluid-milk handlers or others.
Nine were operating cooperatives, two-thirds with an-
nual receipts of less than 100 million pounds. These
cooperatives processed more than 90 percent of their
milk, of which approximately 80 percent was grade A.
The other 21 cooperatives were combination organiza-
tions that sold 65 percent and processed 35 percent of
their milk, of which approximately 80 percent was
grade A. Five of the six cooperatives with annual re-
ceipts of 2 billion pounds or more and five of the eight
with receipts of 500 million to 2 billion pounds were
of this type.
Ten of the 18 farm level services identified were pro-
vided by three-fourths or more of the cooperatives.
Those provided most commonly were concerned with
maintaining milk quality or making payments to pro-
ducers; those provided least commonly involved assist-
ing in obtaining inputs and providing information and
management training. In general, benefits of farm
level services could be limited to members. Many were
basic services provided as means of nonprice competi-
tion. There was little difference among the various
types and sizes of cooperatives in farm level services
provided.
Seventeen of the 24 market level services identified
were performed by one-half or more of the coopera-
tives. Most common were stimulating demand, per-
forming public relations operations, and coordinating
services with other cooperatives. Least common was
providing specialized services to dealers. Many of the
market level services benefited handlers, consumers,
and nonmember producers as well as members. There
was much more variation among types and sizes of co-
operatives in the number of and expenditures on
market level services than for farm level services. In
general, the largest and combination cooperatives pro-
vided more market level services, and had higher costs
for those services, than small cooperatives and the other
types. The differences among cooperatives in market
level services were particularly in those that imple-
mented vertical coordination, that is, in those that
synchronized, harmonized, coordinated, or facilitated
movement of milk through the marketing channel.
The cooperatives in the study performed promo-
tional services costing roughly 4.0 cents per 1 00 pounds
of milk, which were paid for by superpool and federal
order deductions. The aggregate cost of all their other
services, which the cooperatives financed from their
own funds, averaged 8.5 cents per hundredweight.
Most of this expense was for farm and market level
services, for which costs were approximately equal.
Average service costs per 100 pounds of milk and per
service were higher for the two groups of largest coop-
eratives and for combination cooperatives than for the
others, mainly because of larger expenditures on mar-
ket level services. Approximately one-half of the man-
agers believed the amount spent on services was at an
optimum level, while most others believed that ideally
it should be increased.
Factor prices of the major cost elements involved in
providing farm and market level services were some
70 to 80 percent higher in July 1979 than in 1973
when the study was made. Unless the effectiveness with
which services were provided had changed appreciably,
it seems likely that costs of providing services had in-
creased in approximately that proportion.
There was much agreement between managers' and
members' order of ranking of farm level services in
terms of importance, though members did not rate
those services as important as did managers. Both
groups rated as most important to producers those farm
level services concerned with making and insuring fair
payments to producers for milk, guaranteeing a mar-
ket, and maintaining milk quality. They rated as least
important those farm level services that involved pro-
viding general assistance in farm business operations.
Managers of large and combination cooperatives
commonly rated farm level services as less important
than did managers of the other sizes and types of
cooperatives. For some services, members' ratings of
importance tended to vary with the extent to which
their cooperative provided that service. Nevertheless,
in nearly all type and size categories, there were high
levels of correlation between managers' and members'
ratings of the importance of farm level services to pro-
ducers and the proportion of the cooperatives provid-
ing those services.
On the whole, market level services were rated more
important to producers than farm level services by
both managers and members. There also was a large
measure of agreement that bargaining and pricing
services were the market level services most important
to producers. Several services to handlers were con-
sidered less important by members than by managers,
perhaps reflecting inadequate appreciation by many
members of the importance of those services in market-
ing milk. Though many members seemed agreeable to
providing more services, responses of both members
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and managers indicated that producer support of
market level services would be stronger if they knew
more about those services (Table 16).
Managers considered market level services to be less
important to handlers than to producers, and still less
important to consumers. There also was less uniformity
among different types and sizes of cooperatives in rat-
ing the importance of market level services to handlers
and consumers than in evaluating their importance to
farmers.
One market level service rated as important to all
three groups was providing quality control and labora-
tory services. A few specialized services to processors
were evaluated as more important to them than to
farmers or consumers. Nevertheless, correlations be-
tween rankings of market level services in terms of
their importance to producers, by both managers and
members, and the percentage of cooperatives provid-
ing those services were highly significant among all co-
operatives as a group and in most categories by type
and size. Thus, at the market level as well as at the
farm level, cooperatives most commonly provided
those services considered to be of greatest importance
to producers, and vice versa.
Members' knowledge about services of their coop-
eratives was limited and showed some tendency to
vary directly with their evaluation of the importance
of the services. They correctly identified slightly more
than one-half of the farm and market level services
their cooperatives provided, many of them basic ser-
vices, and all of them rated by members as very or
fairly important. Much smaller percentages of the ser-
vices that cooperatives did not provide were correctly
identified by members; these generally were not con-
sidered important. Similarly, small percentages of the
services cooperatives provided, mostly not rated im-
portant, were incorrectly categorized by members as
not provided. On the other hand, members mistakenly
categorized as provided approximately one-third of the
farm and market level services that cooperatives did
not provide, with the majority evaluated as important.
They claimed no knowledge about substantial propor-
tions both of the services cooperatives provided and of
those they did not provide, of which only a small por-
tion were rated important.
Judging from indicated perceptions and ratings of
importance, a sizable majority of the members ap-
parently were satisfied with their cooperatives' services.
If, without having been provided adequate information
about costs, members had known what services were
and were not provided, they might have been less well
satisfied than they seemingly were. That is so particu-
larly because members mistakenly believed cooperatives
were providing an appreciable number of services that
they considered important. The low overall level of
member knowledge about services indicated the need
for more effective education programs, though it was
evidently due in part to the fact that members con-
sidered some services to be unimportant. Educational
programs need to furnish information about costs of
services so members will understand how demands for
more services may affect the price they receive for milk.
Using a five-point scale, managers reacted to 26
statements on issues related to cooperative services, and
members reacted to 14 of them. Analysis was based
both on average scores and on the degree of consensus
among replies. Reactions to three statements about
awareness of services indicated general belief that
members were not aware of the costs of market services,
but that they would bear the costs of more such ser-
vices, including support of the standby pool, if they
understood them better. Responses to seven statements
about providing services suggested strong support for
demand stimulation programs and for reorganization
of milk collection routes. Members were more favor-
able than management to expansion of farm and mar-
ket level services, but they were less favorable to sup-
port of national dairy organizations.
Reactions to statements about the financing of ser-
vices indicated much concern, especially by managers
of large combination cooperatives, about the need for
more equitable sharing of the costs of market level
services. Generally weak responses by both managers
and members, and little consensus among the answers
of managers, to statements about nonmembers reflected
differences in opinions about the seriousness of the
problem. These differences, like the differences in
statements about financing services, reflected little
concern about nonmembers by managers of small and
operating cooperatives, but much concern by managers
of the largest and combination types. Despite these dif-
ferences, both analysis of variance and rank order cor-
relation indicated a substantial amount of agreement
in the responses of managers and members of the dif-
ferent types and sizes of cooperatives to the statements
about services-related issues.
Seventy percent of the cooperatives provided services
to handlers, relying on service charges established in
various ways, and often at more than one level, to help
pay for them. Many managers believed service charges
to handlers were not adequate, a consideration that
could limit future services to them.
Likewise, a majority of managers felt that neither
cooperative members nor handlers would pay the full
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cost of any additional services their cooperatives might
provide for them. Moreover, though members re-
sponded positively to statements about expanding ser-
vices, very few suggested specific additional services.
More than one-half of the managers were sensitive
to legal considerations, particularly regarding non-
members, that affected the kinds of services performed
and the means of providing them. This concern was
greatest among managers of large combination and
bargaining cooperatives.
The general belief of managers of cooperatives that
had been involved in efforts to balance milk supplies
among markets was that those efforts had moderately
increased class I utilization. The benefit most com-
monly cited by managers whose cooperatives had par-
ticipated in the standby pool was a reduction in costs
of acquiring supplemental milk.
Perhaps partly because benefits of market level ser-
vices were nonexcludable, a slight majority of managers
stated that prices to member producers usually were
lower than prices to nonmembers. Though most mem-
bers were not vocal about the price differences, they
were believed to be quite sensitive to them. Concern
about these price differences apparently had not yet
caused cooperatives to reduce the level of services pro-
vided, but it could restrict provision of additional
market level services.
Reasons members gave for joining or leaving their
cooperatives emphasized nonservice factors, with price
being one of the most important. To insure continued
provision of needed market level services and main-
tenance of cooperative membership, finding means of
achieving a more equitable sharing of market service
costs is of much importance. Though there was no
strong consensus among managers as to how to do this,
a few more than one-half of them suggested that the
solution might lie in changing provisions of federal
orders in some manner so that nonmembers would
share in the cost of market level services.
Conclusions
1. Cooperatives most commonly provided those
services that were considered to be most important to
producers, and vice versa. This was indicated by the
close correlations between manager and member rat-
ings of the importance of both farm and market level
services and the percentages of the cooperatives that
provided those services. There were not similar rela-
tionships between managers' evaluations of the im-
portance of market level services to either handlers or
consumers and the percentage of the cooperatives pro-
viding those services. Because cooperatives are oper-
ated in the interest of their producer members, it is
logical for them to emphasize those services believed
to be most beneficial to their members. Also, since
members consider services to be important, a coopera-
tive may strengthen members' support by insuring that
they are fully informed about the services the organi-
zation provides, including market level services, which
members generally consider to be more important than
farm level services.
2. The similarity of services of the various types
and sizes of cooperatives at the farm level may have
reflected similar goals among cooperatives, emphasis by
cooperatives on nonprice competition in providing ser-
vices rather than price competition in procuring milk,
or both. If services performed by cooperatives are con-
sidered to be goals and if cooperatives have similar
goals in dealing with members, a common pattern of
services would emerge. If cooperatives emphasize ser-
vice competition in procurement, similarity in farm
level services may result from cooperatives patterning
their behavior on that of comparable organizations.
3. Variations among cooperatives in numbers of
services provided and in expenditures on services were
mostly on market level services. In general, the larger
and combination cooperatives provided more market
level services than did the other types and sizes of coop-
eratives. A major factor in differences in number and
costs of market level services was whether or not the
cooperative provided a full supply contract and dis-
posed of surplus milk. These services were costly,
but they were considered essential to effective bargain-
ing and marketing of class I milk. In performing these
services, cooperatives played an important role in
planning and synchronizing the movement of milk
from producers to consumers. In this process coopera-
tives also strengthened their bargaining power by
reducing the costs, risks, and responsibilities of fluid-
milk processors in obtaining milk and by limiting pro-
cessors' access to alternative supplies of milk.
4. The higher cost of services in large and combi-
nation cooperatives may have been due in part to such
factors as differences in the quality of the services they
provided and in the frequency with which those ser-
vices were performed. One of the limitations of the
study was that it was not feasible to measure qualitative
factors such as these. That is an area left for future
research. Also, since there may be some overlapping
among different services, it is conceivable that defini-
tions of certain services may not have been absolutely
identical among all cooperatives.
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5. Because the benefits of market level services
commonly could not be limited to those who paid for
them, the equitable sharing of the costs of those ser-
vices was a serious concern, especially to the largest
and combination cooperatives, which were most in-
volved in providing market level services. Nonmem-
bers, who benefited from these services without sharing
in the costs of providing them, were an important ele-
ment of this problem. One apparent consequence of
this situation was that slightly more than one-half of
the managers reported that prices to their members
generally were below prices to nonmembers. Moreover,
members indicated that price was an important con-
sideration to them in making decisions whether to join
or leave a cooperative. There was no strong consensus
among managers on how to deal with the problems of
inequitable sharing of market service costs and of the
resulting disparities in prices to producers. There was
concern that these problems might lead to restrictions
in market services in the future as they become more
costly. A few more than one-half of the managers sug-
gested that a possible solution might lie in changing
the provisions of federal orders in some manner so non-
members would participate in paying for market level
services. It appeared to be an unquestioned assumption
that cooperatives were the most logical agency to
provide these market level services.
6. A majority of the managers believed that service
charges to handlers were not adequate. Similarly, only
a minority considered it likely that either members or
handlers would be willing to pay the full cost of any
additional services their cooperatives might provide.
Though many members seemed agreeable to provid-
ing more services, responses of both members and man-
agers indicated that producer support of market level
services would be stronger if they understood them
better.
7. There are several limitations to the data on
costs of services. Costs of performing individual services
could not be determined precisely because they were
not specifically set forth in cooperatives' accounting
records and, in some cases, may have been paid for
from more than one fund. Moreover, the average cost
per unit for any service performed by a cooperative was
expressed as the average cost per hundred weight of all
milk handled by the cooperative, even though that
service may have applied to only part of the coopera-
tive's milk. Most important, costs of services are af-
fected by inflation. They have increased sharply since
1973, when the estimates reported in this publication
were made. Whether they have increased as much as
factor prices, which apparently were some 70 to 80
percent higher by July 1979 than they were in 1973,
depends on whether or not efficiency in providing those
services had improved.
8. The survey of members showed a widespread
need for more effective membership education about
services. Education programs need to provide pro-
ducers with information not only about what services
the cooperative does and does not provide and their
benefits, but also about the costs of services. Members'
attitudes about providing services will be most mean-
ingful if they are developed with a clear understand-
ing of the costs of providing services and, consequently,
of their effect on the price they receive for milk.
9. In evaluating the performance of cooperatives,
interested parties should recognize that they provide,
at the expense of their members, services at the market
level that benefit all segments of the fluid-milk industry,
including consumers. These activities should be con-
sidered in evaluating the justification for the over-
order prices charged by many cooperatives. This study
did not provide the information needed to determine
the extent to which the costs or benefits of those ser-
vices compensated for the premiums cooperatives had
been charging, but it did show that cooperatives pro-
vided services that compensated at least in part for
their over-order premiums.
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